2020 State Park Pass Descriptions

Vehicle Annual Affixed Pass $80/each
Provides entrance to all state parks for everyone in the vehicle. The vehicle license plate number must be provided when purchasing. Annual pass is valid beginning on the date of purchase and through the last day of the same month in the following year.

Multiple Affixed $40/each
Vehicle Annual Affixed or Family Annual pass holders may purchase a discounted Multiple pass for additional vehicles registered to the pass owner or any person living in the same household as the pass holder. Vehicle registration is required as proof. The Multiple pass expiration month will be the same as the original Vehicle Annual or Family Annual pass purchased. Multiples are for noncommercial vehicles only.

Aspen Leaf Annual Affixed & Aspen Leaf Multiple Pass Annual: $70 Multiple: $35/each
Must be a Colorado resident and at least 64 years old at the time of purchase. A Colorado vehicle registration in the pass holder's name and Colorado driver's license or ID must be provided when purchasing. Aspen Leaf Annual pass is valid beginning on the date of purchase and through the last day of the same month in the following year.

Family Annual Pass
$120/each
This transferable pass is issued to an individual, not a vehicle. Anyone living at the same address as the pass holder can use the pass in their vehicle as long as the same address on their legal form of ID matches the pass holder. Organizations/companies cannot purchase this pass.

Special Passes
Issued to individuals and not a specific vehicle. The Centennial, Columbine, Blue Spruce, Volunteer and/or Military pass is transferrable from motor vehicle to motor vehicle as long as the pass holder is present in the vehicle. Go online for more information.

Dog Off-Leash Area Passes $25/yr or $5/day (Cherry Creek and Chatfield only, 5 AM-10 PM) This pass permits the handler to have up to three dogs under their control. This pass does not guarantee entry when the area has reached visitation capacity.

Volunteer Pass
Volunteers are eligible for the pass after 48 hours of service during a consecutive 12-month period. Passes can be obtained through a park manager or volunteer coordinator and are valid for one year from the date of issue.

Military Pass
During the month of August, active duty military and veterans are admitted free with this pass. Available August 1.

Self-Serve Kiosk Park Entrance Pass
Available from state park kiosks.

Library Pass-Free
Available from your local Colorado public library for check out.

Camping Reservations
Many state parks offer campites, cabins and yurts for overnight stays. Advance reservations can be made 6 months before and up through the day of arrival. Learn more: cpw.state.co.us
Phone reservations: 1-800-244-5613

Towed Vehicle Pass
No fee and valid the same dates as the camping reservation. Attach to lower right inside of vehicle windshield.

Colorado Disabled Veterans License Plate
Admitted Free
No vehicle pass shall be required for any resident’s vehicle displaying a Colorado Disabled Veteran’s License Plate. Veteran must be in vehicle. Available from Colorado Department of Motor Vehicles.

License # __________________  State _____________
Purchase Date _________________________________

Notes: Vehicle Annual, Aspen Leaf Annual and Multiple passes must be attached to the lower right inside of vehicle windshield. Replacement cost for these destroyed or stolen passes is $5 with additional proof required. The top panels of the annual passes may be shown by the pass holder as an on-site identification when park has reached visitation capacity.

Expires 12 noon tomorrow.

cpw.state.co.us
Thank you for supporting Colorado Parks & Wildlife!